
Out-ot-home TV

Bringing video to eyeballs - what are the

borders between media?

By Barnaby Page

The September acquisition by CBS of SignStorey,
an operator of TV screens in U.S. supermarkets,

may have raised barely a ripple in the wider media
world. Within the out-of-home TV sector, however,
it was seen - like Thomson's higher-value 2005
purchase of SignStorey's bigger competitor, Premier
Retail Networks - as a further confirmation that
this medium, which has been around for at least 30
years but has only in the last two or three edged into
the mass consciousness, is going mainstream.

Yet the significance of the CBS-SignStorey deal is
not limited to the small world of specialist compa-
nies which 'broadcast' their proprietary networks
to shops, banks. hospitals, bars, elevators and
just about anywhere you can fit an LCD or plasma
screen and can expect a commercially viable
number and quality of viewers. To the broader TV
world, it should also be indicative of a trend: that
out-of-home is now joining DVD, mobile, online, and
all the other routes to the audience that don't involve
an aerial on the roof and a box in the corner of the
living room.

CBS is indeed the first major player to have entered
the out-of-home sector through acquisition, but
many others have been using this medium as a way
to repurpose their content and sometimes, as in
one notable recent case, leverage their advertising
efforts. For example:

• NBC Universal, which has for some time
been a content provider to Premier Retail
Networks, this summer strengthened the
relationship by extending it to advertising
sales. It's not entirely clear how this new
aspect of the partnership will work, but it
seems likely that NBC Universal will offer
selected advertisers a package which
includes airtime both on the main TV net-
work, and on the in-store screens. (It's
widely accepted that TV-length ad spots
don't work in the out-of-home environment,
though, so short-form advertisements
would have to be custom-made.)

• NBC Universal also sells advertising for
The Patient Channel, a sister or at least
cousin company (both are controlled by
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GE) whose screens are placed in Ameri-
can hospitals; NBC Universal's subsidiary
iViliage operates another hospital channel,
the Newborn Channel; and the broadcaster
provides its content to a wide range of out-
of-home TV services including the school
network Channel One, and a number of
public-transport TV channels across the
U.S.

• For its part, CBS has been developing
what it calls an 'Outernet' (and indeed
it plans to re-brand its new acquisition
SignStorey under that name). This project
involves it distributing CBS content - and,
it hopes, eventually advertisers also - to
out-of-home markets through partnerships
with organisations which can provide the
audiences. These include dedicated out-of-
home operations such as the Salon Chan-
nel and the Healium Waiting Room Net-
work, as well as other groups which can
provide large quantities of demographically
attractive viewers: for example, American
Airlines, cruise line Royal Caribbean, and
Starwood Hotels.

• Gas Station TV, another U.S. out-of-home
network, uses content from ABC and
ESPN, while ABC New Media Sales sells
advertising.

• The innovative and (unusually for the out-
of-home sector) international i-vu network,
whose screens sit by the chairs in upmar-
ket hair salons, uses content from sources
including ABC. the BBC, and CBS.

• SUBtv. a network present in bars on British
university campuses, unsurprisingly uses
MTV content alongside its own.

• And, of course, at the other end of the
out-of-home scale, the giant outdoor
screens increasingly found in public places
frequently carry content from mainstream
broadcasters. For example, Titan Out-
door's screens at UK railway stations bring
Sky to the commuter.
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Out-at-home attractions

Other examples abound, all of them the result of
deals driven by much the same imperatives.

The out-of-home operator - whether a dedicated
specialist, or the operator of a public space for
whom TV is not a core business but one of many
enhancements to that space - gets content of a
quality which the economics of out-of-home would
not normally allow them to produce in-house, as well
as good access to major advertising agencies and
the brands they represent.

The broadcaster is able to keep its brand in the
public eye, reach audiences it might miss at home,
gain a little extra revenue from content, and perhaps
maximise the employment of its production facilities.
Just as, or even more, significantly, in those cases
where advertising sales are covered by the partner-
ship, the broadcaster not only gains obvious imme-
diate benefits in terms of revenue and audience
reach, but is adding another plank to a platform that
undoubtedly will one day include mobile, online, and
all the other 'new media' - a pan-media platform that
it can offer to advertisers with the guarantee that
even if viewers are abandoning it in the corner of the
living room, it continues to provide access to them
via other channels.

The downsides

How far can the big broadcasters' journey out-of-
home take them?

The answer partly depends on the development of
the out-of-home TV market itself. Building out such
networks is an arduous and expensive task; operat-
ing them can involve extensive negotiations with
venue owners, as well as an inevitable degree of
compromise on content (commercial and otherwise)
to win those owners approval.

It's therefore unlikely that the broadcast players will
be interested in directly entering the market them-
selves; more probably, they will continue to proceed
via acquisition and partnership, and thus will benefit
from widely-expected consolidation in the out-of-
home sector itself as small networks merge to form
larger ones.

Issues of audience size also playa part. SignStorey
is one of the bigger U.S. out-of-home operators,
yet its network claims to deliver 72m consumers
monthly; by way of comparison, just the top dozen
U.S. broadcast TV shows in one week this Sep-
tember were watched by approximately double
that number, and it's a reasonable bet that most of
those viewers spent much longer with the broad-
cast shows than they did glancing at SignStorey's
screens while they hurried round the supermar-
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ket. (The broadcast figures, from Nielsen Media
Research, include same-day playback on digital
video recorders.)

This disparity will provide a further disincentive for
broadcasters to operate directly in out-of-home
- we are unlikely to see screens branded "NBCU",
at least in the near future - and a further reason
to reap what benefit they can from the medium by
aggregating existing networks as recipients of their
content and advertising, rather than working very
hard for relatively small audience numbers.

And there is also the question of whether mixing
out-of-home screens - particularly those in the in-
store environment - with other media in a combined
platform will in fact diminish one of the major advan-
tages (for advertisers) of out-of-home: its presence
at the point of decision and purchase. This is not an
insurmountable challenge, but developing advertis-
ing campaigns that run successfully over all of the
'four screens' - home TV, PC, mobile phone, and
out-of-home TV - will not be easy.

Where does TV stop?

On a more theoretical level, the rise of out-of-home
and its interlinking with broadcast TV raises some
important questions, or perhaps rather amplifies
questions that have already been posed by mobile
TV, fiVo, online streaming and a range of other
technological solutions to the problem of bringing
video to eyeballs. What are the borders between
media? Is all moving video - regardless of the
delivery platform - television of a kind, or is TV still
just the box in the corner? If the former is the case,
what are the implications for regulation, for content
production standards, and for advertising metrics, to
cite just three facets of the business which could be
profoundly affected?

Such existential dilemmas are not unfamiliar to
those in the out-of-home TV sector, currently an
ill-defined and rather uneasy mixture: everything
from supermarket screens which can be little more
than animated posters, to in-train screens that may
resemble a (rather anodyne) 'proper' TV station, to
digital billboards at the roadside. This confusion is
reflected in the array of names given to the busi-
ness: not just out-of-home, but place-based media,
digital signage, captive audience networks, screen
media.

Many expect that within a few years, this jumble
will sort itself out into a number of discrete sec-
tors, divided by business model and sometimes by
technology too. Perhaps for TV broadcasters look-
ing at out-of-home, it will be that kind of shake-out
that reveals exactly what will best complement their
existing media platforms.
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